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Process Name:   Processing Rejected ISIR’s 
Date: October 18, 2005     
Time: 10:15 a.m     
Location:  ACR 207 
Participants: Yvette Villa, Melinda Cullins    
Session Lead:  Melinda Cullins 
 
Narrative/Description:    Run OAR Cycle; SBA 404 will list rejected ISIR’s.  Counselors 
review all rejected ISIR’s .  An ISIR can be rejected for the following reasons:  Previous 
ISIR on file; Admission status has been rejected; or Professional Judgment flag.  For 
ISIR’s that were rejected due to a previous ISIR on file, the counselors log on to CPS and 
do an ISIR comparison between the ISIR transaction number on file and the transaction 
number being rejected.  If there are no significant differences (i.e. school code added or a 
change in demographic information) the rejected ISIR will be DELETED.  If the 
difference is due to an EFC change or as a result of an NSLDS update then the rejected 
ISIR will be FORCED.   ISIR’s that are rejected due to a Professional Judgment flag 
must be checked to determine which institution made the professional Judgment. ISIR’s 
that were rejected due to Professional Judgment are DELETED if they were processed by 
another institution and their documentation is not on file with our office.  Professional 
Judgments processed by our institution will be FORCED.   When an ISIR is rejected due 
to admission status the counselor must determine if it is based on a rejected admission 
status or due to a closed Matriculation.  If the student’s admission status is rejected then 
the rejected ISIR is DELETED.   If the student’s matriculation has been closed and the 
student is eligible for readmission then the rejected ISIR will be FORCED.   Decision to 
FORCE or DELETE a rejected ISIR is emailed to the Financial Aid Specialist and 
Director.  Information is then updated on SCR3RJ and confirmation emailed back to 
counselor making the request.  Next OAR cycle will result in ISIR loading into FAM or 
being purged. 
             
Electronic Inputs:  CPS output records     
  
Manual/Paper Inputs:  SBA 400 series reports     
Key Decision Points (list all):  Reason for rejection; comparison of information; who  
processed the Professional Judgment; what is the problem with the student status.    
 
Related Policy(s): Departmental    
 
Interface to Other Systems: CPS  
 
Web Features:   CPS for comparison features     
Electronic Outputs:  Loading of rejected ISIR     
 
Manual/Paper Outputs:  SBA 400 series reports   
Customer(s): FAO, student and CPS     
Regulatory Items:  NA       
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Frequency/Volume: Ongoing based on receipt of rejected ISIR’s    
Potential Break Points:  Internet down; availability of network resources.    
 
Automation:  NA        
 
Issues:  Failure of student to maintain current matriculation; institutional policy regarding 
rejected students who appeal.      
         
 


